On 11-24-08 I received the following email response from Kenneth Stein who represents the applicant:

Regarding your question about alternative layouts, while we would have loved to avoid re-routing the wash, it became clear in the early design stages of the project that it would not be possible (or practical) for the following reasons:

1. There is not sufficient space to locate the project entirely on one side of the wash or the other.

2. The project could be split into two uneven portions and straddle the wash, however such a layout would require multiple road, and pipe (therminol and gas) crossings that would require major disruption of the wash area during construction and significantly change the nature of the wash. Additionally, without the ability to further modify the wash, the layout would result in large portions of the field subject to flooding creating operations and insurance issues.

3. The split layout would also result in displacement of the power block significantly off-center of the field; this would have the impact of operational problems, longer plant startups, lower annual energy production and overall a much higher cost of electricity.

4. To the extent that the purpose of a split layout (i.e., keeping the existing wash running up the middle of the facility) would be to maintain the current (albeit extremely degraded) biological/habitat functions of the wash, this goal would be compromised due to:

   * the numerous road and pipe crossing that would be needed along the wash, and

   * difficulty in erecting tortoise fencing that would keep any wildlife from entering the plant boundary but still allow use of the wash.

Implementing a split layout to maintain the wash in the current location would result in habitat that is even more fragmented than currently exists. The re-routed wash would have the benefit of being completely outside the fenced-in power plant facilities and away from operational activities such that restoration efforts (both biological and hydrological) not only have a high potential of succeeding, but also have the potential of resulting in a wash with better biological and hydrological functions than the current highly degraded wash.
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